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Among the many buzzwords swarming around

education reform, “evidence-based practice” has

become one of the hottest. Spurred in part by No

Child Left Behind – with its more than one hundred

references to research and evidence – and, in part, by

efforts by the business community and others to help

infuse educational decisions with data, schools and

school systems are quickly lining up to demonstrate

how their curricular and spending decisions reflect

evidence about what works and what’s needed.

To a great extent, this trend is a positive one.

Educators will admit that many decisions have been

based more on history (the way schools have always

worked) and on politics (the wishes of a favored 

constituency) than on evidence. And with budgets

tight, administrators are eager to show that schools

are producing results.

Yet, like many concepts, “evidence-based prac-

tice” can mean many different things, and the way it

is interpreted and applied can determine whether it

represents a real change in the way schools operate or

just another fad.

The notion of evidence-based practice implied 

in No Child Left Behind is a limited one. The law 

is generating reams of data, but nearly all of it is 

standardized-test data that cannot sufficiently inform

decisions about programs and practices. While it is

useful to know whether certain groups of students 

are performing less well than others in mathematics,

it is also important to know what the classrooms are

teaching so that schools can know what to change.

A Fad or the Real Thing? 
Making Evidence-Based Practice Work

Robert Rothman is a
principal associate at 
the Annenberg Institute
for School Reform and
the editor of Voices 
in Urban Education.

Robert Rothman
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In addition, the law’s emphasis on knowing

“what works” is based on a limited model of research

that assumes that a program that works in one school

will work in any school. The type of randomized 

trials the law holds up as the “gold standard” for edu-

cation research, similar to the kind of studies used 

in medical research, say little about how to implement

an innovation.

This issue of Voices in Urban Education examines

evidence-based practice and its application in urban

school systems. In an introductory essay, Warren

Simmons points out the limitations of the data and

research methods implied by No Child Left Behind.

He argues for expanding data systems to include meas-

ures of the conditions of instruction and for expand-

ing the notion of research to include collaborations

between researchers and practitioners that would take

into account the context of educational innovations.

David Abbott describes an accountability 

system being developed by the Rhode Island Depart-

ment of Education that aims to help districts provide

appropriate support to a range of schools. To that

end, the state collects a broad range of evidence on

school and district practice.

Meredith Honig and Cynthia Coburn scan the

evidence on how district administrators actually use

evidence. They find that, contrary to conventional 

wisdom, administrators rely on evidence fairly heavily.

However, they also find that the evidence does not
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necessarily shine “floodlights” on practice; administra-

tors need models for how to use evidence effectively.

Dale Mezzacappa describes how journalists use

research in examining school and district practices.

She provides examples of newspaper articles that

combine data with in-depth stories of classrooms and

families; together, these two kinds of evidence give

readers a good sense of how schools work.

All of the articles make clear that evidence-based

practice will only make a difference if decision-makers

are skillful in analyzing data and in using it to inform

decisions. Too often, school systems ignore this lesson

and leap to structural solutions – for instance, building

an information system without considering what the

information is supposed to be used for and who is

supposed to use it. Unless practitioners have the knowl-

edge and skills to use information effectively, all the

data in the world will do little good. Perhaps that’s

one reason Honig and Coburn found little evidence

that evidence-based practice has so far improved

school outcomes.

The growing interest in evidence-based practice

suggests that many believe the concept has the poten-

tial to produce genuine improvements. The good

news is that more and more people are unwilling to

take those assurances on faith. With a broad range 

of data and an expanded notion of how to analyze it,

we might begin to see real evidence about evidence-

based practice very soon.
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Education reforms over the past

two decades have tended to emphasize

will rather than skill. The assumptions

behind standards-based reform seem 

to be that educators know what to do,

but that they lack the incentives and

the flexibility to take appropriate steps

to improve performance. As Richard

Elmore and Robert Rothman (1999)

observed, the implied theory of action

underlying standards-based reform held

that if schools were given more resources

and flexibility in exchange for being

held accountable for getting all students

to meet high standards, teachers and

principals would have the motivation

needed to foster continuous improve-

ment in student achievement.

While the prevalence of school-

funding litigation casts doubt on

whether resources are adequate for

improvement, serious questions have

also been raised about whether or not

practitioners – particularly, those in

urban settings – have the knowledge

needed to improve conditions of learn-

ing and thereby raise student out-

comes. Most notably, highly qualified

teachers are in short supply. Dysfunc-

tional human resource systems and

chronic funding shortfalls leave many

urban school districts poorly prepared to

compete for skilled teachers. These same

human resource systems also operate

to assign novice or struggling teachers

to urban schools serving students with

the greatest academic and economic

needs (DeStefano & Foley 2003).

Research as a 
Capacity-Building Tool
Standards-based reform, however, has

not been entirely blind to the need for

greater expertise to guide school and

classroom improvement. America 2000,

the education reform proposed by

President George Bush in 1990, created

the New American Schools (NAS)

Development Corporation to sponsor 

a set of research-based whole-school

reform designs that schools could adopt

to help students reach high standards.

This approach assumed that

schools lacking the internal expertise 

to promote student achievement could

be improved significantly by acquiring 

a carefully articulated design that was

research based. In 1998, Congress

affirmed this reasoning by passing legis-

lation authorizing $150 million to pro-

Warren Simmons is
executive director of 
the Annenberg Institute
for School Reform.

Evidence-Based Practice: 
Building Capacity for Informed Professional Judgment

Warren Simmons

The current emphasis in education reform is on scientific research that answers the 

question “What works?” However, this approach often fails to provide useful guidance

for school practitioners. To improve student outcomes, researchers and practitioners must

collaborate on research that explains why a particular practice meets students’ needs 

and what conditions are needed to enable the practice to work.
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to implement a design faithfully and

effectively, on the other. In a report

evaluating the progress of the eleven

original NAS school designs, Thomas

Glennan (1998) observed that the

“success” of a design in a particular

school was a function of several factors:

The performance of a school would

clearly be a function of the design,

the assistance received as it was imple-

mented, the nature of the school

itself, and a variety of qualities of a 

district’s operating environment.

Attributing a school outcome to the

design is clearly inappropriate. (p. 79)

In short, research-based designs 

or programs, by themselves, do not

guarantee improvement if conditions

supporting their effective use are not

present. Charles Payne and Mariame

Kaba (2001) made similar observations

about the difficulty low-capacity schools

in Chicago encountered in making

effective use of research-based school

reform designs that required a baseline

set of conditions (e.g., collaborative

culture, shared vision) that were often

weak or absent in chronically failing

schools. Moreover, the conditions that

predict improvement include a school’s

ability to match its needs with the ele-

ments of a design, the ability of an

external provider to offer adequate pro-

fessional development and support

services, and the capacity of the district

governing the school to align its sup-

ports and services with those provided

by the design (Hassel 2002).

This cautionary tale about the

transferability of research-based designs

and programs has not dampened belief

in the power of research to inform

practice and improve schools. If any-

thing, No Child Left Behind (NCLB),

the 2001 Reauthorization of Title I of

the Elementary and Secondary Educa-

tion Act, has amplified the importance

of research by making the receipt of

Research-based designs or programs,

by themselves, do not guarantee

improvement if conditions supporting

their effective use are not present.

vide schools with the resources needed

to implement what were then called

research-based comprehensive school

reform designs. By this time, the eleven

original models created by NAS had

been joined by over forty designs pos-

sessing various forms of research that

demonstrated their efficacy and/or 

origins in a particular line of research.

The term research-based, as applied

to designs, has two separate meanings.

One has to do with the degree to which

a design and its various elements are

rooted in research on learning, develop-

ment, and other areas related to educa-

tion. The second involves the degree to

which a particular design has evaluation

data demonstrating its effectiveness.

The models listed as being research-

based vary along these two dimensions

of research considerably, yet they all

carry the federal government’s stamp 

of approval.

The weight placed on research-

based school designs as a solution for

failing schools rests on the quality of

available research, on the one hand,

and the capacity of schools and districts
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Title I dollars contingent on schools’

and entire districts’ adopting research-

based curricular programs, along with

offering incentives for the use of

research-based school designs. More-

over, NCLB has expanded the impor-

tance of research, while narrowing the

definition of acceptable research to

studies using randomized assignment

of subjects to experimental and control

groups. This restriction is based on 

the largely unsubstantiated assumption

that the weak connection between

research on what we know and what

we are able to achieve in practice has

had more to do with the quality of

existing research than with the condi-

tions affecting its use in practice.

NCLB and the U.S. Department 

of Education’s new Institute of Educa-

tion Sciences attempt to address the

“quality” problem by creating strict sci-

entific standards for research supported

by the department and by tying federal

Title I dollars to the use of programs 

or designs documented by research that

meets these standards.

Expanding Available Evidence
NCLB also bolsters research or evi-

dence-based practice in another way.

The law requires states to issue school

and district reports that reveal whether

schools and their major student sub-

groups – African Americans, Hispanics,

etc. – are making adequate yearly

progress toward proficiency in mathe-

matics and reading.

This federal requirement, in effect,

establishes a base of data that educa-

tors and the public can use to inform

their judgments about the needs of

particular schools and districts. Presum-

ably, the widespread availability of data

on the status and needs of students,

schools, and districts, coupled with

more robust research-based curricular

programs and school designs, should
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curriculum in a desperate effort to raise

test performance (Herman 2003). At

the same time, the law’s emphasis on

randomized trials provides little incen-

tive for states and districts to invest in

other types of research that might be

more valuable and could inform prac-

tice in more useful ways.

Monitoring Conditions 
of Instruction
The shortcomings of standardized tests

are well known, but alternatives that

would provide broader and more useful

information and lessen the possibility

of perverse effects are less familiar.

The National Research Council’s Title I

Assessment Committee argued that

schools and districts should be aided in

making the links between assessment,

learning, and practice by developing

measures that monitor the conditions

of instruction. These kinds of measures

would assess the quality of the enacted

curriculum – shorthand for what Richard

Elmore (2002) describes as the intellec-

tual and material resources that influ-

ence the interactions of teachers and

students with content (e.g., subject-

matter knowledge combined with stu-

dents’ prior knowledge).

To gauge the quality of the enacted

curriculum, schools, school districts,

and, to some extent, states would have

to invest in the systematic and ongoing

use of formative assessments. These

assessments are needed to shed light

on the alignment of state and district

standards with the intellectual rigor and

quality of

• instructional texts and materials;

• teacher lessons and assignments;

• classroom discourse between and

among students and teachers; and 

• student work.

Models of such formative assess-

ments exist and include Lesson Study,

serve to accelerate the impact of research

on practice and foster improvements 

in school and student performance.

Self-Imposed Limitations
NCLB should be applauded for stress-

ing the importance of research and of

making disaggregated data on student

performance at the school and district

levels widely available and publicly

reported. But the potential impact of

these measures is undermined by the

narrow definition of research and limited

scope of the data covered by the law.

NCLB’s reliance on standardized

tests as a primary source of data to

inform public judgments about student

and school performance has been criti-

cized widely. These measures typically

assess a narrow range of desired skills

and knowledge and provide little infor-

mation about the conditions of learning

that produce performance disparities.

They often cause schools to narrow the
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an approach modeled after teaching

practices in Japan, and the Teaching and

Learning Review, a method developed

by the Annenberg Institute for School

Reform to assess the match between

the intended curriculum and the enacted

curriculum. To date, though, these 

and other models for ongoing forma-

tive assessment remain confined to 

networks of teachers and schools. To

become tools that bridge the gap

between standards and achievement,

they must be elevated to become part

of a system of assessments used by

schools and districts to improve instruc-

tion in the manner described by Elmore.

Aligning Clinical 
and Research Knowledge
The development and systematic use 

of formative assessments – focused 

on conditions of instruction in schools

and the relation of these conditions to

district policies and supports – would

provide practitioners the data they need

to guide their professional judgment.

Formative assessments of classroom,

school, and district practice would also

help practitioners weigh the appropriate-

ness and relevance of basic and evalua-

tion research touting specific programs

and practices.

The current emphasis on scientific

research that demonstrates “what works”

overlooks a second critical question for

the practitioner: What works, given the

needs and values of my students and

community and the condition and

capacity of my school and district? If this

second question is ignored, schools can

be led to choose research-based designs

and programs that don’t address the

needs of their learners and practitioners.

For instance, many of the research-

based whole-school reform designs lack

supports for English-language learners

and students with disabilities, yet they

carry the U.S. Department of Educa-

tion’s seal of approval as being “proven.”

In this case, it is left up to the “buyer”

to decide if proven translates into effec-

tive for the constellation of teachers

and students in a particular school or

school district.

Unfortunately, the context-specific

nature of effective practice is overshad-

owed by the implication of the “what

works” incantation that highlights results

but obscures the conditions needed to

ensure effectiveness. To advance prac-

tice and improve student outcomes,

researchers and practitioners must col-

laborate to conduct research that

addresses five basic questions:

• What are the needs of the students

being served and the practitioners

charged with supporting their 

learning?

The current emphasis on scientific

research that demonstrates “what works”

overlooks a second critical question

for the practitioner: What works, given

the needs and values of my students

and community and the condition

and capacity of my school and district?
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• What are the conditions of instruction

within and across challenged schools

or schools needing improvement?

• How do district policies and supports

work to affect these conditions for

better or worse?

• Given answers to the first three ques-

tions, which research-based programs

or designs are best suited to address-

ing the needs and conditions present

in my school/district?

• What are the short-term, intermedi-

ate, and long-term resources and

strategies I must consider to ensure

effective implementation of a partic-

ular program or design?

These questions are rarely answered

by basic or evaluation research because

the design of such studies pays more

attention to whether an effect occurred

or not, as opposed to how the effects

hold up under a range of conditions. It

reminds me of my youthful rush to buy

a BMW, the “ultimate driving machine.”

It might have been the ultimate driving

machine in California, but in the hilly

and icy driving conditions in Ithaca,

New York, where I attended graduate

school, it became a “near-death driving

machine” that I left parked in the

garage for much of the time.

Unfortunately, schools and districts

often adopt effective programs and

practices that wind up like my BMW,

parked in the garage due to a poor

match between the needs of the school

or district and the components of a

particular program or design (Corcoran,

Fuhrman, and Belcher 2001).

Integrating Research 
and Practice
Scientific research alone will not build 

a stronger knowledge base about the

relevance of research-based educational

programs and designs to specific con-

texts found in urban schools. Research
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addressing this issue must be sensitive

to the challenges and conditions in

urban schools and make this variability

a focal point of study rather than a fac-

tor to be controlled. Denis Newman

(2004) makes a similar point in a recent

critique of the emphasis on scientific

research in education:

An instructional program cannot be

“proven effective” by a single program

of research. Unless decision-makers

can recognize their own situation in

the site where the research was con-

ducted, they have little reason to think

that the same effect will occur for

them. The best evidence will always 

be that collected locally. (p. 9)

Rather than dismissing the impor-

tance of scientific research, Newman

and others argue for the need to aug-

ment randomized, controlled experi-

ments with what Fritz Staub (2004)

calls “design experiments.” According

to Staub:

In design experiments, researchers

engage in close collaboration with

practitioners, and they are jointly

accountable for the experiments car-

ried out. Design-teams consisting of

practitioners and researchers allow

detailed local knowledge from the

field of practice to be included in the

design process, and the close collabo-

ration is instrumental in ensuring 

that interventions are implemented as

planned. Design experiments are to

develop theories as well as new forms

of practice through repeated cycles 

of designing, implementation, and

analyses. (p. 44)

I would only depart from Staub’s

position by giving priority to generating

new forms of practice over developing

new theories, given the moral impera-

tive of school improvement. The kinds

of research Staub describes are now

being carried out by a new generation

of locally focused, applied-research

organizations such as Research for Action

in Philadelphia, Education Matters in

Boston, and the Center for Research 

on the Context of Teaching at Stanford

University. Typically, these organiza-

tions define problems and conduct

research in collaboration with teams 

of researchers and practitioners.

This kind of close relationship

helps bridge the gap between research

and practice, as well as between research

and clinical knowledge, and ensures

that research is attuned to local condi-

tions. These kinds of collaborations also

ensure that practitioners’ concerns with

how a program works are given equal

weight with researchers’ emphasis on

describing what works. Moreover, this

These kinds of collaborations also

ensure that practitioners’ concerns with

how a program works are given equal

weight with researchers’ emphasis on

describing what works.

approach circumvents the need to figure

out how to translate research into prac-

tice by involving practitioners in the

research itself. As a result, practitioners

serve as researchers and translators

simultaneously.

While this type of research has the

potential to quicken the pace of learn-

ing, development, and improvement,

the conditions and incentives needed

to advance its development bear some

examining. If school and central office

practitioners are to be continually

involved in these kinds of endeavors,

district structures and policies must sup-

port collaborative inquiry and provide

 



the time and incentives needed to

build partnerships with researchers.

Districts provide fertile ground for

practitioner collaboration when they

support the development of embedded

professional learning communities

(groups of practitioners working within

and across schools, areas or regions of 

a district, and the district central office)

with the features outlined by the Annen-

berg Institute (2004) and by Milbrey

McLaughlin and Joan Talbert (2003).

This fertile ground is further enriched

by an emphasis on evidence-based

practice, tools, and strategies that sup-

port the collection and sharing of data,

contrast, are often interdisciplinary in

nature and are oriented toward practice

and product rather than driven by the-

ory. Recent efforts by some universities

to create clinical professorships reflect 

a nascent but significant recognition by

a segment of higher education of the

central importance of this kind of

research to the mission of the university.

As “evidence-based practice”

becomes a new watchword in educa-

tion reform, its potential to improve

conditions and outcomes in urban

schools, particularly those serving dis-

advantaged children and youths, depends

on how we understand and use it. We

must be able to grasp the “deep struc-

ture” needed to attain meaningful 

evidence-based practice. We must also

be able to advocate for the changes

required in K–12 and higher education

to make this work a valued and com-

mon expectation for researchers and

practitioners. If we fall short in these

tasks, evidence-based practice will find

itself “garaged” with other promising

reforms of the past.
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Over the past few years, federal

and state policies have dramatically

transformed the role of state education

departments in evaluating school and

district performance and program 

quality. The No Child Left Behind Act

has placed accountability for student

achievement – as measured by perform-

ance on standardized state assessments

– at the forefront of state agendas. At the

same time, many states, such as Rhode

Island, have transformed their own

accountability systems from authority-

based systems, which issue rules based

on school performance, to inquiry-based

systems, which give districts informa-

tion and tools to help the districts give

needed assistance to schools.

This combination of factors makes

designing state-level accountability 

systems a difficult task. State education

agencies are not only concerned with

schools’ meeting federal expectations,

but must also be aware of how well

those schools and districts are progress-

ing toward developing their own inter-

nal accountability systems. Effective

quality assurance and program evalua-

tion rest on an understanding of the

complex forces at work in schools and

school systems.

Effective accountability requires

information from multiple sources to

inform state departments of education

as they conduct analyses and perform

their new functions. Standardized-test

results are not enough; states need to

collect and analyze a broad range of

evidence about school and district pro-

grams so they can support districts in

their efforts to improve practices that

support learning.

Rhode Island has adopted a sys-

tem of accountability in public educa-

tion that focuses on the school district’s

role in maintaining an internal system

of continuous improvement. Schools

are answerable to their districts, which

in turn are responsible to, and supported

by, the state education agency. Direct

state intervention in individual schools

is limited to schools in need of correc-

tive action. Building a district’s capacity

to design, implement, and evaluate its

ongoing reform efforts has become the

state’s highest priority.

This focus on the capacity of dis-

tricts to embrace standards-based reform

has greatly changed the demands upon

the state education agency. The state

must set clear standards and expecta-

tions for district actions across a num-

In response to new demands, state departments of education are changing the way 

they measure school and district performance. An effective approach is to look at a broad

range of indicators and to provide guidance to districts so they can better support low-

performing schools.

Bringing Measurement to District-Based Accountability:
The Challenge for State Education Departments 
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ber of content areas, and those standards

must be supported by an infrastructure

that identifies a range of proven man-

agement tools for districts to use to

meet those expectations.

The variation of demands among

urban, suburban, and rural school dis-

tricts calls for a wide variety of tools.

Bringing all students to high standards

requires both statewide and local stu-

dent assessments, curricula that are

aligned with state standards, effective

instructional practices, high-quality

teacher preparation and training, inte-

gration of parents into the instructional

process, and a coordinated accountabil-

ity structure that facilitates informed

decision making. Measuring the efficacy

of these program and practice compo-

nents is a significant challenge for both

states and districts.

Rhode Island relies on two com-

plementary accountability systems for

improving student performance: School

Accountability for Learning and Teach-

ing (SALT) and Progressive Support

and Intervention (PSI). Both systems

rely on the use of assessment results

and other evidence of student perform-

ance to inform systemic, ongoing

improvement efforts. The SALT process

is an annual cycle of school-based

improvement activities consisting of

self-study, planning, implementation of

action plans, program evaluation, and

public reporting. PSI is a results-driven

system of accountability in which the

state works with districts to address the

demands of schools identified as “in

need of improvement.” Both SALT and

PSI focus not only on ultimate student

outcomes, but also on the systemic

components that support effective

teaching and learning practices.

Rhode Island’s school- and 

district-based systems of accountability

are inquiry based and evidence depend-

ent. There is an expectation of sus-

tained and continuous improvement 

of student achievement in all school

systems, as measured against the state’s

grade-level expectations (grades 3–8),

grade-span expectations (secondary),

and the broad-based standards for stu-

dent learning in the four areas of the

state’s Common Core of Learning:

communication, problem solving, body

of knowledge, and personal and social

responsibility (State of RI, RI Bd. of

Regents, and RIDE 2001). Measures of

student proficiency in such a system

cannot be limited to what can be meas-

ured by standardized assessments.

Building Districts’ Capacity 
for Improving 
Student Achievement
For a state to use measurement to 

support as well as monitor districts’

improvement, it must meet the chal-

lenge of coming up with appropriate

measures of practice. The goal is to
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improve performance, not just measure

it. The essence of accountability lies in

knowing what to do when confronted

with evidence that performance is 

not meeting expectations. Standards,

plans, and measures are of little use 

if the actions generated by these data

are poorly designed or ineffectively

implemented.

When, three years ago, Rhode

Island switched its focus to improving

districts’ capacity to support schools,

there was very little research available

to guide our approach. Most studies on

accountability had looked at individual

schools, but little had been done to

identify what districts needed to do to

become effective at managing reforms

across schools. Our first step was the

creation of clear expectations for dis-

trict performance. With the support of

our Regional Education Laboratory at

Brown University, we convened a group

of state and district educators, who cre-

ated a set of outcome-based standards

called District Expectations for Improv-

ing Learning and Achievement.

Many states are now developing

similar sets of district-level content 

and performance expectations to com-

plement existing standards for students,

teachers, and schools. Rhode Island

chose to focus on seven areas represent-

ing distinct subsystems, each of which

is characterized by a list of measurable

expectations: 

• Leading the focus on learning and

achievement

• Ensuring equity and adequacy of

fiscal and human resources

• Guiding the selection and imple-

mentation of curriculum, instruction,

and assessment

• Recruiting, supporting, and retaining

highly effective staff

• Using information for planning and

accountability

The essence of accountability lies in

knowing what to do when confronted

with evidence that performance is 

not meeting expectations.
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• Engaging families and the community

• Ensuring safe and supportive envi-

ronments for students

For each of these seven areas, we

have combed the knowledge base to

identify effective practices, which has

enabled us to select appropriate per-

formance measures. As with standards

for student achievement, district expec-

tations and their indicators allow the

state education agency to work with

school and district personnel to assess

current district capacities in order 

to better inform resource allocation,

strategic planning, and differentiated

instructional supports to schools.

The PSI system of accountability 

is designed to build district capacity to

improve teaching and learning. School

districts start with a self-assessment,

using a tool designed to measure their

capacity across the seven areas of the

district expectations. The Rhode Island

department of education performs 

a similar task, based on an in-depth

review of a wide range of data from dif-

ferent sources about the district, which

are then compiled into a comprehen-

sive district profile. These two perspec-

tives on current gaps in the district’s

capacity to implement reforms – the

district’s and the state’s – are reviewed

together at a face-to-face meeting

between the state agency and the dis-

trict. Strategic and resource-allocation

decisions are made at this meeting,

based on agreed-upon priorities and

sequencing of action steps. All decisions

are made within the context of bolster-

ing the district’s capacity to oversee 

its own school-improvement efforts.

This emphasis on internal account-

ability for continuous improvement

requires an understanding of the com-

plex and overlapping operations in

schools and school systems. Each dis-

trict central office has a primary respon-

sibility to ensure that its schools have

the capacity to lead and support their

faculties in activities aimed at improv-

ing the quality and efficacy of learning

and teaching. But systems capacity

alone is not sufficient to improve stu-

dent performance. Effective accounta-

bility initiatives must yield fundamental

changes in the actions of teachers,

administrators, students, and parents in

ways that improve learning. People

within these systems must both value

those changes and believe that positive

change is possible.

Performance expectations for

schools and districts must therefore be

considered in concert with standards

for educational professionals and expec-

tations for curriculum development,

instructional practices, parent engage-

ment, school safety, and school gover-

nance. There is virtually no aspect 

of education operations that cannot

benefit from established standards for

content and performance.

Generating Multiple Sources
of Meaningful Data
Many state and local education agen-

cies have begun their development of

information technology systems by

developing the infrastructure to collect,

store, and access information, without

first determining which data elements

should be generated and who will be

able to analyze the resulting rich infor-

mation base. We went about it the

There is virtually no aspect of 

education operations that cannot

benefit from established standards for

content and performance.
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An effective accountability system

requires information from multiple

sources to inform an analysis of the

many aspects of education systems.

Relevant data may be effectively grouped

into four categories:1

• Contextual and demographic data,

including student characteristics such

as family income status, mobility,

race/ethnicity, gender, limited English

proficiency (LEP) status, truancy,

attendance, discipline referrals, and

graduation rate, as well as school

characteristics such as school enroll-

ment, structure, scheduling, class size,

parent participation, teacher certifica-

tion, and teacher assignments.

• Inputs or resources, such as curricu-

lum, student interventions, profes-

sional development and mentoring

supports, and common planning

activities.

• Process measures or instructional 

practices, including perceptual or eval-

uative evidence of standards-based

instruction provided by self-study,

surveys, learning support indicators,

mission statements, observations,

and structured school visits.

• Outcomes or measures of student

learning, consisting primarily of 

state assessment results, local assess-

ments, student work, and teachers’

observations.

The combination of quantitative

and qualitative information from these

four sources of data allows for detailed

analysis of the impact of instructional

practices and support mechanisms on

student learning. The multiplicity of

these measures is the key to an effec-

tive comprehensive education informa-

opposite way. We know that the iden-

tification of useful and meaningful indi-

cators, coupled with the development

of analytical skills among practitioners,

is the basis of an effective system of

accountability.

Choosing which indicators to

measure raises immediate problems.

On the one hand, there is the tempta-

tion to use a multitude of indicators 

in order to support extremely discrete,

complex analyses. On the other hand,

state agencies may want to select 

a parsimonious set of indicators to

ensure that they are as accessible and

intuitively graspable as possible. Edu-

cation should not become a “black

box” endeavor controlled by the few

researchers and analysts able to make

sense of a bewildering sea of informa-

tion. What is needed is to develop 

the inherent analyst in every educator

and to bring analysis and differentiation

to every classroom.

The potential number of indicators

in any one information system is enor-

mous. It is important to define the

range of indicators needed to track the

development of any system element as

the smallest number of data required to

make sound decisions. The ability to

track changes over time and to represent

these changes in easy-to-understand

chart form are also important.

1 Margaret Votta, senior research associate at 
the Annenberg Institute for School Reform,
contributed significantly to my knowledge of this
categorization, which is adapted from Victoria
Bernhardt (1999) and Madhabi Chatterji (2002).

The identification of useful and 

meaningful indicators, coupled with

the development of analytical skills

among practitioners, is the basis of 

an effective system of accountability.
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tion system. Developing a system of

measurement that incorporates all four

areas involves a number of challenges.

Contextual and Demographic Data

Most states have already identified 

contextual and demographic indicators,

especially the states that have adopted

comprehensive standards such as those

developed by the National Center for

Education Statistics. In response to fed-

eral reporting requirements, existing

district information systems now con-

tain information they need to compare

schools or districts.

Inputs 

Many districts have identified the inputs

associated with high performance, but

they may not be adequately measured.

For example, many districts place a high

value on the use of articulated curricula

aligned to state standards. But align-

ment is difficult to measure. Measuring

a district’s performance is also chal-

lenging because many resources are

directed at the school level, often creat-

ing disparities in application across a

district. There is a clear need for state

education agencies to tackle these issues

related to measurement of inputs in

educational systems to enable schools

and districts to make coherent links

between reform efforts and resultant

student performance.

Process measures

Measuring the effectiveness of educa-

tion processes is perhaps the most

difficult challenge in bringing measure-

ment to education accountability.

Rhode Island approaches this issue

through three complementary tools

within its SALT initiative. The first is the

SALT Survey, a comprehensive survey

with different sets of inquiries for

teachers, administrators, students, and

parents. This tool provides invaluable
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other measures of educational prac-

tices, state education agencies bear a

significant responsibility in the develop-

ment of these largely qualitative infor-

mation systems needed to measure

processes and practices.

Outcomes

Measurement of outcomes presents

two distinct difficulties. First, districts

are just beginning to see the value of

generating a rich and immediate picture

of student achievement that can only

be generated by the use of local assess-

ments. Designing and implementing 

an integrated system of local assessments

that provides immediate feedback to

the classroom teacher and that informs

specific practices is extremely difficult.

Second, creating discrete measures of

the effectiveness of individual inputs or

practices has bedeviled an educational

system intent on relying on a scientific

research base, although some emergent

work has been done in this area.

Precise evaluation of distinct 

program and practice efforts is largely

beyond the capacity of most school dis-

tricts and even of most state education

agencies. Program and practice evalua-

tion techniques remain the purview of

skilled consultants and research institu-

tions. Widespread use of accurate meas-

ures of educational subsystem outcomes

remains in its infancy, where, without

concerted regional or national initia-

tives to bring program evaluation to

our schools and districts, it will remain.

A Comprehensive Education
Information System
Statewide accountability for student

achievement requires the integration 

of measures from all four of these cate-

gories of data. For diverse stakeholders

to share diverse information and use 

it to inform decision making, a state

needs a comprehensive education infor-

The ability to draw accurate inferences

from a complex body of evidence is

not an area of competence we have

traditionally required of education

professionals.

insight into the beliefs and opinions of

these constituencies with regard to a

wide variety of topics, including instruc-

tional practices, school-improvement

efforts, professional development,

school safety, parent involvement, stu-

dent engagement, and faculty culture.

The SALT Survey is complemented

by the SALT visit, which is conducted

on a multiyear schedule. Based in part

on the British “Inspectorate” model, the

four- or five-day visit by peer reviewers

from other districts and the state edu-

cation agency provides an outside,

structured perspective on student learn-

ing, teaching, and school climate and

organization. At the conclusion of the

visit, a report is issued on the findings

of the team. The report is meant to 

be a reality check to see whether the

school’s perceptions match those of

the outside peer observers, who share

the same goals for student and school

performance and understand the 

concerns and challenges of the public

school environment.

Finally, state officials collect 

and monitor the content of school-

improvement plans, district strategic

plans, financial data, and consolidated

grant applications. These reviews reveal

where a district is committing resources

and how it outlines its priorities. They

also provide insight into what is not 

yet on the district agenda. Due to the

complexity of program evaluation and
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mation system. Teachers and adminis-

trators must be able to use information

systems to access a broad range of 

data to analyze student results, explore 

successful practices, and continuously

adapt and improve instruction.

The use of information to make

decisions about the distribution of

resources, adoption of programs, imple-

mentation of specific instructional prac-

tices, and assignment of personnel

requires a heightened level of commit-

ment to information technology and

data analysis. Bringing such a system 

to bear in an educational environment

is a considerable and ongoing challenge.

A comprehensive education 

information system consists of six core

elements: identification, generation,

collection, storage, access, and analysis

of relevant data. Information must be

current, accurate, and reliable, and

should include both quantitative and

qualitative measures. Generating and

providing access to relevant informa-

tion presents considerable logistical

demands, but is only an initial step in

moving towards an inquiry-based sys-

tem of accountability. Every state cur-

rently generates a tremendous amount

of relevant information about its schools

and school systems. However, the ability

to categorize, access, and analyze that

information at the school, district, and

statewide levels is generally insufficient

or cannot be completed within time

frames that make the data useful.

Effective analysis is by far the 

most important element of the infor-

mation system. The ability to draw accu-

rate inferences from a complex body of

evidence is not an area of competence

we have traditionally required of educa-

tion professionals. It is a skill more

often identified with research scientists

than with classroom teachers and

administrators. However, it is this ability

to measure current performance

against clear expectations that holds

the most promise for creating educa-

tional systems that truly address the

needs of all students.

Looking to the Future
Analysis of a school’s demographic,

achievement, instructional, and systems-

evaluation data against specific reform

goals is the key to ongoing self-study

that accurately measures the effective-

ness of individual action plans. State

agencies will continue to work with

school districts to develop their capacity

to gauge the nature and extent of 

support required to implement new

instructional programs.

This evaluative work is the key to

moving from “pockets of excellence” to

systemic improvement through longi-

tudinal studies, cohort comparisons,

and evaluation of specific reform strate-

gies. Only by bringing measurement

and analysis to our ongoing efforts to

improve instructional practice will we

be able to meet the demands of bring-

ing all students to high standards.
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In recent years, school district central

offices have faced unprecedented

demands to use evidence in their deci-

sion making. For example, the federal

No Child Left Behind Act requires that

all programs funded under this initiative

stem from “scientifically based research”

and student-performance data – a

requirement that potentially affects deci-

sions throughout central offices, from

the selection of professional develop-

ment approaches to debates about the

inclusion of the arts in the curriculum.

The U.S. Department of Education’s

(2002b) Strategic Plan for 2002–2007

explicitly calls for the “transform[ation

of] education into an evidence-based

field” by strengthening the quality and

use of educational research.

Much attention has been paid to

central offices as supporters of schools’

use of evidence, but what do we know

about the use of evidence in district

central office administrators’ own deci-

sion making? To address this question,

we conducted a comprehensive review

of research on district central office

decision making and evidence use. We

cast a broad net for empirical studies

on how central office administrators

use various forms of evidence, includ-

ing student data, research-based prac-

tice, evaluation data, and feedback from

teachers, school principals, and com-

munity members. In all, we reviewed

thirty-nine empirical studies, literature

reviews, and descriptions of evidence

use published since 1975 and various

other studies on district central office

decision making.1

Ironically, we found that pressures

on district central offices to use evidence

are not themselves based on substantial

evidence that evidence-based decision

making in central offices leads to

improvements in academic, managerial,

or other kinds of outcomes. These stud-

ies are few and far between and have

many shortcomings. Often, studies refer

to “district” use of evidence without

distinguishing among different individ-

uals throughout central offices who

may or may not use evidence for a

range of purposes, from choosing read-

ing curricula to deploying school buses.

Studies also tend not to distinguish

among types of information in use (or

not in use), even though research in the

business sector and elsewhere reveals

When Districts Use Evidence to Improve Instruction:
What Do We Know and Where Do We Go from Here?
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that using student-performance data,

for example, should pose very different

challenges and opportunities than

using an academic research article or a

research-based school reform model.

Despite these limitations of the research,

we were able to glean several key lessons

about what evidence use by district

central offices involves and what it takes.

Lessons from Research about
District Use of Evidence

The body of research we reviewed

revealed that central office evidence 

use is a far more frequent and complex

process than typically represented in

federal and state mandates. Several 

lessons emerged from our study for

central offices to keep in mind as they

use evidence for decision making. We

conclude that evidence use can be

strengthened and expanded, in part, by

increased collaboration within district

central offices and stronger roles for

external support providers in helping

central office administrators translate

evidence into usable forms.

District central offices are no

strangers to evidence use.

Despite some policy claims to the 

contrary, superintendents and other

district central office administrators have

long used a variety of locally and exter-

nally generated evidence in all sorts of

decision-making processes. Local 

evidence – community assessments, a

district’s evaluations of its own pro-

grams, and student and family surveys

– grounds many central office decisions

related to resource allocation and policy

development (Honig 2001, 2003; Marsh

2002; Massell 2001). District central

offices use standardized-test scores and

school-improvement plans as a regular

part of strategic planning processes

(Massell 2001; Massell & Goertz 2002).

District central offices draw on

external research studies to inform or

justify decisions to choose or abandon

instructional programs and school

reform models (Corcoran, Fuhrman &

Belcher 2001; Kean 1983; Newman,

Brown & Rivers 1983; Robinson 1988).

They also seek out research and

research-based “best practices” through

professional conferences (Datnow,

Hubbard & Mehan 2002; Osheka &

Campagne 1989) and from visiting

researchers (Boeckx 1994), local univer-

sities (Nafziger, Griffith & Goren 1985),

community-based organizations (Honig

2004a), research and development

organizations (Corcoran & Rouk 1985),

and voluntary associations such as the

National School Boards Association

and the American Association of School

Administrators, among others.

Evidence use may provide light 

in the dark, but it’s more like 

striking a match than turning on

the floodlights. 

The word evidence, derived from the

same root as evident – meaning, literally,

conspicuous, apparent, or obvious – may

create the impression that the informa-

tion being used as evidence somehow
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(1982a) has revealed how researchers’

attempts to balance positive and nega-

tive findings can allow central office

administrators with different views to

“freely infer what they wanted” about

the degree to which the findings 

supported their position and thereby

frustrate consensus (p. 82). But the

speaks for itself. But central office

administrators report that information

is usually riddled with ambiguity about

which information to collect, what it

means, and how to use it.

The ambiguity stems, in part,

from the form evidence typically takes.

Research papers that emphasize the

abstract rather than the concrete, that

use technical language, and that are

very long are more likely to be perceived

as ambiguous by district administrators

(Kean 1981, 1983; Roberts & Smith

1982; West & Rhoton 1994). Ambiguity

also stems from the sheer volume of

evidence available at any given time

(Massell & Goertz 2002). Ultimately,

though, implications for action are often

unavoidably ambiguous, especially in

complex systems like district central

offices (Honig 2001; O’Day 2002).

Central office administrators report that

social science research and evaluation

findings, in particular, often fail to pro-

vide direct guides for action (Corcoran,

Fuhrman & Belcher 2001; Fullan 1980).

Ambiguity can curtail the consen-

sus sometimes essential to central office

decision making. For example, Kennedy

Often district central office adminis-

trators use evidence in a range of

political decisions that may help or

hinder instructional improvement.

ambiguity of evidence is not inherently

problematic. For example, ambiguity 

of information about how best to 

meet the needs of students can open

opportunities for deliberation and for

tailoring reform strategies to individual

student needs (e.g., Honig 2001).

The connection between 

evidence used by central office and

instructional improvement isn’t

always direct or predictable. 

Sometimes central office administrators

use evidence for purposes that seem

directly related to instructional improve-

ment, such as allocating resources

based on data about student needs.

However, perhaps more often district

central office administrators use evi-

dence in a range of other, largely politi-

cal decisions. These political decisions –

not the evidence, per se – may help 

or hinder instructional improvement.

For example, district central office

administrators use evidence to bolster

their arguments at school board meet-

ings and various community events to

increase board and community support

for particular education reform strate-

gies (Corcoran, Fuhrman & Belcher

2001; Marsh 2002). One superintend-

ent recounted how he used research 

to “stabilize the environment” within

his central office among his own staff

to advance an improvement strategy:

“When confronted with research, our

teachers and administrators began to

‘buy in’ to the program” he was trying

to implement (Boeckx 1994, 24).

Occasionally, research grounds

central office presentations of particular

reform approaches at school board

meetings as a way to influence school

board opinions, even if that research

was not used in the development,

selection, or implementation of those

programs (Robinson 1988). In these

ways, evidence is used to influence pub-
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lic opinion or group consensus, which,

in turn, impacts decision making and,

other conditions permitting, improve-

ment (Englert, Kean & Scribner 1977;

Kennedy 1982a, 1982b).

If it’s “useful,” they will use it. 

Despite policies promoting evidence

use and the sheer quantity of informa-

tion available from a variety of sources,

district central office administrators 

frequently report limited access to evi-

dence they consider relevant to their

most pressing concerns (Corcoran,

Fuhrman & Belcher 2001). Available

evidence tends to come in non-user-

friendly forms. Central office adminis-

trators seem to want concise research

syntheses (Corcoran, Fuhrman & Belcher

2001) based on up-to-date studies

(Corcoran, Fuhrman & Belcher 2001;

Roberts & Smith 1982; West & Rhoton

1994). Student-outcome data may be

difficult to obtain from state educational

agencies in usable form (Massell 2001).

Some central offices lack the tech-

nological infrastructure to use their

own data to answer pressing questions

(Reichardt 2000). Time pressures also

curtail the collection of relevant evi-

dence; in particular, district personnel

cannot always wait for the results from

evaluation studies or pilot programs

before they take action, either because

they need to react to an immediate

need or because they feel pressured to

appear decisive (Bickel & Cooley 1985;

Corcoran, Fuhrman & Belcher 2001;

Englert, Kean & Scribner 1977; Kean

1981, 1983).

How evidence is used depends on

what administrators already know,

can do, and need to do.

Central office administrators are hardly

passive recipients of evidence. They

actively search for it and grapple with

how to incorporate it into their deci-

sion making. Which evidence they find

and bring back to the central office 

and how they choose to use it depends

largely on their prior knowledge. For

example, Mary Kennedy (1982a) has

shown that when central office admin-

istrators select and use evidence, they

filter or screen it through their beliefs,

assumptions, interests, and experiences.

According to Kennedy, “When people

say they have used evidence, what they

really mean is that they have rendered

it meaningful by connecting it to a pre-

vailing and usually very powerful point

of view. Having done so, they can claim

the evidence is relevant, timely, and

compelling” (p. 101).

The process of rendering evidence

meaningful typically involves the trans-

lation of evidence into forms that 

central office administrators consider

clear and “actionable.” For example,

The process of rendering evidence

meaningful typically involves the

translation of evidence into forms that 

central office administrators consider

clear and “actionable.”
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should use it. Broad participation also 

is essential because different central

office administrators tend to be skilled

at different aspects of using evidence.

For example, certain administrators are

skilled at conducting research or other-

wise collecting evidence. These are not

always the same people who are able

interpreters of the large volumes of

data that central offices are now rou-

tinely required to manage. Nor are these

administrator-researchers always the

same people who have the authority to

decide how evidence should be used to

guide central office operations (Honig

2003; Reichardt 2000). Central offices

that are well organized to use research

seem to distribute various evidence-

related functions across staff and to

have high degrees of coordination.

Collaboration helps central office

administrators create common beliefs

and understandings essential to making

sense of evidence. Through collabora-

tion, central office staff may increase

their social capital – in this case, trust-

ing relationships between those who

have evidence and those who will 

use it – that may help to effectively use

evidence. For example, central office

administrators may have evidence of

school difficulties that could either help

direct new resources for school improve-

ment or increase threats of district

sanctions. Without trust that the infor-

mation will be used for support rather

than punishment, such evidence may

not see the light of day (Honig 2003;

Marsh 2002).

Send time and models, not 

just money. 

Central offices seem to have access 

to new funding for data systems and

other computer technologies, but they

often lack other resources, namely

structured time and models of profes-

sional practice, that support their use 

studies show that, especially when faced

with large volumes of evidence, central

office administrators tend to gravitate

towards evidence that is congruent

with preexisting beliefs and pay less

attention to that which challenges their

experiences or assumptions (Coburn &

Talbert, forthcoming; Kennedy 1982a,

1982b; Spillane, Reiser & Reimer 2002).

They also tend to break large, complex

studies into smaller pieces that they

consider more manageable (Hannaway

1989). These patterns appear particu-

larly prevalent when consequences for

poor performance are high and when

available evidence is complex or ambigu-

ous (Honig 2001).

Evidence is not just for the research

and evaluation unit any more; broad

participation bolsters evidence use.

By participating in evidence gathering

and translation, central office staff

become more familiar with the evidence,

develop more confidence that they

understand it and know how to use it,

and strengthen their belief that they
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of evidence. For example, central office

administrators often face multiple goals,

demands, and priorities that divide 

their attention (Hannaway 1989; Holley

1980; Peterson 1998) and thus may

report that they have little time to

“consult the evidence” (Holley 1980).

To use research and data to drive

decision making, district administrators

must play new and sometimes unfamil-

iar roles. Demands to use data as part 

of accountability requirements, for

example, call for a shift in orientation 

in collecting data away from compli-

ance reporting to the government and

toward making data accessible to inform

ongoing decision making. However,

central office administrators don’t always

have access to models of professional

practice that reflect these roles (Burch

& Thiem 2004; Reichardt 2000).

External supports seem essential. 

Various organizations outside central

office jurisdictions – including profes-

sional associations, reform support

providers, intermediary organizations,

and research and development agen-

cies, among others – play essential roles

in supporting district central office evi-

dence use. These organizations often

form “natural channels” through which

information flows, because they have

credibility with school and central office

personnel and the ability to integrate

research knowledge with an awareness

of local needs and conditions (Corcoran

& Rouk 1985; Datnow, Hubbard &

Mehan 2002; Honig 2004a, 2004b;

Kean, 1981, 1983; Osheka & Campagne

1989; Roberts & Smith 1982). James

Spillane (1998) showed that information

garnered through ties to professional

associations shaped the assumptions and

beliefs that district personnel use to

interpret information and that such ties

were more salient than state policy in

shaping districts’ instructional agendas.

By contrast, federal and state agen-

cies have mainly mandated the use of

evidence, sanctioned the use of specific

evidence, invested in particular forms 

of research, and tied penalties to the

failure of district central offices to use

evidence. While focusing increased

attention on evidence, these steps have

not necessarily increased capacity or 

led to substantive use in district central

offices. As Diane Massell (2001) found,

state policy provides the conditions 

to encourage data use, but whether dis-

tricts embrace the approach depends

on district conditions, such as whether

district staff view outcomes and per-

formance goals as important, relevant,

and attainable.

Evidence use and improvement do

not operate in a one-to-one relation-

ship. Evidence rarely points to an

unambiguous path to improvement.

Selected Implications 
for Practice 
The lessons suggested by the research

have important implications for the

way central offices use evidence, leading

to a series of recommendations.

Be realistic about what evidence

offers and how it functions in 

decision making. 

District central offices and the organi-

zations that support them should

understand that evidence use and

improvement do not operate in a one-

to-one relationship and that evidence

rarely points to an unambiguous path to

improvement. For central office admin-

istrators to make productive use of 

evidence, they must have opportunities

to interpret and translate evidence.
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The first time I stepped into a 

classroom as an education reporter 

was in late 1986, when I had just been

appointed to cover the Philadelphia

schools. I was writing a story about the

district’s new policy of giving report

cards to kindergarten students.

It was my first story on the beat.

I hadn’t had time to read research stud-

ies on education so I could get ideas 

for my vast assignment – covering a

major urban school district with some

200,000 students and 250 schools.

I was, however, the mother of 

a three-year-old. And the report-card

policy was causing a buzz in preschool

circles. I plunged into the story asking

the questions a mother would. How

will this affect what students do all day?

What will they be evaluated on? Will it

put pressure on them? Does this signal

a more academic focus?

I trusted my instincts to know what

a good kindergarten classroom looked

like: activity corners; pictures, letters,

words, and shapes everywhere; plenty of

books; and no desks in rows. I had my

ideas, as well, about what a kindergarten

report card should consist of: lots of

commentary, developmental checklists,

and, most definitely, no letter grades.

As it turned out, before ever 

taking the assignment, I had absorbed

the consensus of the best research on

early childhood education.

Eighteen years later, asked to

reflect on how education reporters 

use research to inform our reporting 

on best practices in schools, I find it

somewhat difficult to give a straight-

forward answer. We use research con-

stantly, but one could also argue that

we don’t use it enough. Sometimes we

use it well, and sometimes we don’t.

And we do our work in a climate that

disparages much education research 

as politically slanted or not sufficiently

rigorous.

Because we write for the general

reader, education journalists help shape

opinion and understanding about the

real issues and obstacles in education

reform. Bad teaching? Misguided cur-

riculum? Inequitable distribution of

resources? Concentrated poverty? 

Our own conclusions about these and

other issues are shaped by our under-

standing of the professional research,

yes, but also by our life experiences and

our reporting. Combined, these three

sources of evidence give us a pretty

good sense of what works.

Dale Mezzacappa

Data, Observations, and Tough Questions: 
A Journalist’s Evidence of School Quality

Using research and their own techniques for gathering information, journalists are

becoming sophisticated in determining whether school practices are effective. And they

are providing readers with a better understanding of what “best practice” is – and what

it isn’t. 

Dale Mezzacappa is 
an education reporter
for the Philadelphia
Inquirer.
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We decide what reports to publi-

cize and write news stories to bring

these reports’ findings to a wider audi-

ence. We evaluate the research, trying

to cull the good from the bad. We ask

school districts for research to back up

the effectiveness of programs on which

they are spending money. We mine

good research for story ideas, keeping

in close touch with researchers whose

work is reliable, complete, and relevant

to the districts we cover.

We must sift through studies 

that often reach opposite conclusions.

Education writers learn pretty quickly

that for every study that points to the

value of an approach or school charac-

teristic – tracking and ability grouping,

phonics, bilingual education, coopera-

tive learning, the correlation between

spending and results, and vouchers, to

name a few crucial questions – there is

another study that reaches a different

conclusion. But in deciding what research

to highlight and how to interpret it, we

rely on the journalistic skills we would

bring to any story – knowing how to

judge the credibility of our sources and

the point of view they represent.

Most reporters and editors are

generalists – they’re not trained in social

Using the Tools of the Trade
At the Philadelphia Inquirer, where I

work, the editors and reporters on the

SMASH (science, medicine, aging, and

social health) desk meet weekly to go

over journal articles and plan coverage

that is based on what the articles say.

The education reporters, who have 

gone back and forth from working for

regional and city editors to being organ-

ized under a single education editor,

don’t do that.

This is partly because education

research doesn’t have the weightiness

of a New England Journal of Medicine or

Journal of the American Medical Associa-

tion. (It remains to be seen whether 

the current effort to make educational

research more “scientific” through the

Institute of Education Sciences – the

research arm of the U.S. Department 

of Education – will succeed in creating

an authoritative voice for research or

devolve into politics, and how this

change will affect journalists’ work.)

Our relationship to and use of research

is much more ad hoc, partially because

it is driven by the practices and policies

of the school districts we cover. But it 

is multifaceted and always evolving and

gaining sophistication.

Education writers learn pretty 

quickly that for every study that points

to the value of an approach or school

characteristic there is another study

that reaches a different conclusion.
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science or in the fine points of statisti-

cal analysis. (Although organizations

like the Education Writers Association,

the Poynter Institute, and the Hechinger

Institute on Education and the Media

work very hard to fill those gaps.) Many

education reporters cycle through the

beat and move on quickly; others make

a career of it.

Journalists are, however, quick

studies who learn how to dig out infor-

mation that will get to the crux of the

issue. And, contrary to public perception,

we have no axe to grind. We have no

personal stake in whether a program is

successful or not – unlike, for instance,

the district that spent millions to put 

it in place or the educator who has

invested a good deal or his or her life 

in promoting a particular approach 

to schooling. And, also contrary to the

popular view, we don’t have an interest

in a specific policy or ideological posi-

tion. We don’t, for example, have a stake

in whether charter schools are better

able to educate low-income children 

or are bad public policy. But we are

interested if a district is spending mil-

lions on a curriculum or a program 

that isn’t getting results – or if a state

or nation is pursuing an agenda that is

counterproductive.

We are in a good position, then,

to provide a clear eye on research stud-

ies and present their findings in under-

standable ways to the general public.

One place we try to begin is by looking

at what the studies actually say. For

instance, when California decided to

invest heavily in reducing class size 

to twenty students, reporters scrambled

to summarize the reports saying that

smaller class size improves student

achievement. But the definitive Ten-

nessee STAR study (HEROS 2003) said

that reduced class size makes a differ-

ence when the cutoff is seventeen; 

the larger classes had twenty-two and

twenty-three students. So, it is up to us

to make sure the general reader under-

stands this. When a school district we

cover invests in an after-school pro-

gram, and we find a report saying that

after-school doesn’t impact academic

achievement, we have to know whether

the particular program described in the

study is comparable to the one being

put in place. Some reporters do that, and

others don’t.

There are important, pitched battles

in research that it is our obligation to try

to sort out. Today, many of those go to

the heart of the premise and implemen-

tation of No Child Left Behind. Did the

“Texas Miracle” occur at the expense 

of high drop-out rates? The New York

Times, following up on data collected by

researchers in Texas and Boston, wrote

about how schools fudged their drop-

out data and found individual dropouts

who were not counted as such.

More recently, the Dallas Morning

News found evidence of cheating in

dozens of Texas schools by doing an
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analysis of publicly available state test-

score results that the state itself declined

to do. Reporters Josh Benton and Holly

Hacker didn’t assume that high-poverty

schools were incapable of dramatic

improvement. But, by careful analysis 

of data, using the actual scaled scores

rather than proficiency rates, they found

schools with suspicious patterns. In

one, for instance, fourth-graders ranked

in the bottom 2 percent in the state,

while nearly all fifth-graders – the grade

that counted for the purposes of 

determining whether a school made

adequate yearly progress – not only

reached proficiency, but got perfect

scores. The same students finished below

the national average in the Stanford

Achievement Test that they had taken

eight weeks previously.

Beyond Statistics: 
Good Stories
As these examples show, education

journalists have come a long way in

how we analyze and present data about

schools. In 1997, well before No Child

Left Behind, the Philadelphia Inquirer

became one of the first newspapers in

the country to publish a yearly “School

Report Card,” a separate section that

compiled statistical information about

education in the region. That first effort

listed the test scores for every school 

in the area, along with other data that

included teacher salaries, average class

size, per pupil spending, racial break-

down, and the percentage of students

in poverty. To help parents make sense

of the numbers, the schools were 

divided into quintiles, with the highest-

scoring schools at the top and the 

lowest-scoring schools at the bottom.

The Philadelphia schools were ranked

separately from those in the suburbs,

under the assumption that it was not

fair or useful to compare the two.

the general reader into what can be a

difficult subject. That is, in many ways,

what we do best.

When the mayor and chancellor 

of the New York City public schools

decided to hold back any third-grade

student who couldn’t read on grade

level, New York Times reporter Jacques

Steinberg decided to spend a year in

one third-grade classroom and chroni-

cled the efforts of the teacher and stu-

dents to reach the goal.

Steinberg didn’t specifically cite

research in his series. He didn’t give

long explanations of the conflict over

whole language versus phonics. But 

the entire series was informed by his

By the next year, we had a more

advanced system for rating schools 

that acknowledged the correlation of

poverty and achievement, allowing

readers to see how a school fared com-

pared to all schools in the region and

compared with demographically similar

schools. Readers could not only see

that there were high-poverty schools

doing well, but that some schools in

well-off areas performed poorly.

While it is becoming more impor-

tant to analyze statistics, reporters also

go behind the statistics to make them

come alive. The lifeblood of the news-

paper reporter is the good story – the

compelling narrative that will draw 

While it is becoming more important

to analyze statistics, reporters also go

behind the statistics to make them

come alive. The lifeblood of the news-

paper reporter is the good story.
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foolproof templates teachers can simply

follow to teach all children to read.

Another top-notch education jour-

nalist, Jay Mathews of the Washington

Post, took a slightly different approach

when school officials in Washington,

D.C., decreed that students who didn’t

pass a single test wouldn’t get promoted.

He found a young girl who repeated a

grade after missing the cutoff by one

question and spent time following her

educational journey. Again, readers are

more likely to get the point about the

danger in relying too heavily on tests

from getting to know a child who was

so drastically affected by the policy.

More recently, reporter Stephanie

Banchero of the Chicago Tribune fol-

lowed one little girl whose mother

decided to exercise her right under No

Child Left Behind to transfer her from

the struggling neighborhood school 

to a better one across town.

Banchero described the home of

the student, where two sisters and their

four children lived with their grand-

mother. She explained with sensitivity

that, while the mother wanted some-

thing better for her children, her daily

travails prevented her from getting the

children to school every day. The reporter

sat in the classroom with the child and

recounted how hard she worked and

how she made progress with a skilled

teacher in a smaller, more diverse class.

Ultimately, though, the two-hour

commute proved too difficult and 

the mother took the children out and

transferred them to a school closer 

to home. Sadly, she thought that this

school, too, was one of the better ones

receiving students from the underper-

forming schools. But she was mistaken.

The series raised questions about

whether the “choice” portion of the

law can work as intended without more

resources and help for families.

knowledge of the research. He pointed

out that the class had thirty children,

most with time-consuming needs. He

visited the home of a student with few

books and fewer places where an eight-

year-old could get peace and quiet to

read – but also caught her reading

flawlessly to her mother from a chapter

book, which helped the teacher probe

and advance the abilities of the shy child.

Throughout the nine stories,

which won the Education Writers Asso-

ciation grand prize that year, Steinberg

consistently focused in on issues and

scenes that illuminated what a com-

plex, private, and varied process learn-

ing to read is for each child. He even

recounted the childhood struggles of

the teacher himself, who, by his own

description, didn’t become an inde-

pendent reader until high school.

Readers grabbed by such details are

likely to learn more about the difficul-

ties faced by a dedicated teacher work-

ing in a crowded classroom with needy

children and about how there are no

Increasingly, with more interactive

databases and computer-assisted

reporting capabilities, reporters do

research themselves that often breaks

ground or pushes public policy.
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Such anecdotal accounts, of

course, aren’t the final word on the

success or failure of a policy, but they

are crucial to understanding it. In the

best use of research, we combine anec-

dotes with statistical analysis.

Increasingly 
Sophisticated Reporting 
Fortunately, education reporters are in a

much better position now to undertake

sophisticated analyses of school quality

and effectiveness than I was when I

began on the beat in 1986. Thanks to

No Child Left Behind and similar poli-

cies, journalists, along with everyone

else, have far more information and sta-

tistics available to us. And, increasingly,

with more interactive databases and

computer-assisted reporting capabili-

ties, we do research ourselves that often

breaks ground or pushes public policy.

At the Inquirer, we are combining

statistical analysis with in-depth report-

ing to provide our readers with an

expanded notion of what constitutes a

top-quality education. This year, as part

of our annual School Report Card,

we used test-score information to find

a Title I Philadelphia school in which

more than 80 percent of students, white

and black, are proficient in math and

reading. We are planning to profile 

that school, asking a question that was

inconceivable that first year, when city

and suburban schools were not com-

pared to each other: Could this city

school be better than those in the sub-

urbs, where more than 90 percent of

students reach proficiency, but where

the racial achievement gap is wide?

We’ve written about this school

before. It is characterized by a stable

staff; a veteran principal who was able

to choose many of her teachers, regard-

less of seniority; a constant focus on

instruction; small classes; collaboration
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among teachers; an active parent com-

munity; respect among the adults; and

respect between the adults and stu-

dents. Expectations are uniformly high.

Not surprisingly, these are all the

characteristics that, as the Consortium

on Chicago School Research found,

support student learning: leadership,

quality instruction, parent and commu-

nity partnerships, student-centered

learning, and professional capacity.

What I’ve learned from covering

schools is that virtually all research about

whether a program is succeeding or not

or about whether a school is helping

students make progress or not boils

down to one issue. To borrow a Clinton-

era phrase, “It’s the teachers, stupid.”

That’s why, for the last several years,

I’ve tried to spend a lot of time focus-

ing on issues relating to teacher quality.

For that, I’ve worked with researchers 

at the University of Pennsylvania to

analyze data on Philadelphia teachers,

pinpoint schools with revolving-door

staffs, and describe what the learning

environment is like for the average 

student. Other newspapers are doing

similar projects.

Sarasota’s Herald Tribune, in a

recent series, obtained data on teacher

certification test scores from the state

of Florida under the Freedom of Infor-

mation Act and analyzed twenty years’

worth of exams. The data showed that

half a million children sit in classes with

teachers who have failed basic skills

tests at least once, and that the over-

whelming majority of those children

are in poor, minority communities. The

newspaper took the state to task for

not pursuing policies that would lead

to a more equitable distribution of

teacher quality and attract more aca-

demically prepared people to teaching.

The reporters were careful to say

that some people who have trouble

with such tests can be good teachers

and quoted many administrators saying

so. But, ultimately, the newspaper’s work

forced the state of Florida to analyze

whether there is a correlation between

the achievement of students and their

teachers’ history with certification tests.

It found that those taught by teachers

who failed certification tests more than

three times suffered academically.

Of course, journalists are not

researchers. But, as the Sarasota Herald

Tribune series shows, journalists are

becoming more adept at using statistical

data, better at observing and describing

classroom realities, and more willing 

to ask pointed questions about long-

accepted policies and practices. And, in

doing so, we are providing our readers

with a better understanding of what

“best practice” is – and what it isn’t.
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